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balance on a background of thinly sketched romance. He
failed to perceive that experience, presented as inter-related
unity through the medium of creative imagination, is the
only basis of the art of literature. And by this failure, he
himself undermined the influence of the great tradition
which Part I of his work had built up. But, being the
only gifted novelist of his age, his failures became invested
with prestige; were copied as models by smaller men ; and
continued to hamper the growth and appreciation of higher
art.
Extricated from a forest of conflicting views, from
lengthy quotations, soliloquies, dialogues, and allegories,
and from dissertations by mythical beings, his gospel of
harmony is a disappointing one. Its social and religious as-
pect was already preached by Narmad in Dharmavlcnm;
only it was applied to diverse problems of life with a learn-
ing and logic which the earlier author did not command. In
a soliloquy, in English, it is thus formulated.
We have never as much as attempted to find out the wisdom of our ances-
tors,...! think there Is more common sense and sounder patriotism in the stub-
born and wholesale refusal, by our masses, to consider, or even hear and endure,
-the latest fantasies of their seduced boys (by the West).
Suffer, says the author, that the old may not be destroy-
ed. Sacrifice a career to placate a father's temporary
prejudice even if it costs love, prospects, and the life
and happiness of a noble and innocent girl. The joint
Hindu family is a blessing, though it looks a curse; 'an in-
surance against poverty, a fortress to resist the inroads of
immorality, to be supported by patience and suffering for
a generation of two'. Love is nice to swear by, to dream
of, to write poetry about, but has no claims over life. It
is a spiritual bond which can be broken to maintain social
prestige, or forgotten in the tempting arms of a bride's
younger sister. We miss in all this Narmad's respect
for human personality,- his love of righting wrongs, his
urge to heroic action.
Govardhanram's political gospel is an expected coun-
terpart of his social creed. Writing in the very midst
Df Dadabhai's disappointments and Tilak's heroic struggle,
he retains a pathetic confidence in Englishmen. They will
elevate the Indian States intoc self-governed dominions of

